International Students & Scholars Office
and the Center for Career Development

Interviewing in the USA:
A Career Workshop

Come join us for a program designed to help international students understand the job search process in the U.S.

The workshop will be offered twice.

**Thursday, October 15th, 2015**
3:00 – 4:30 pm

**Wednesday, November 4th, 2015**
3:00-4:30 pm

Both Sessions will be held at
International Students & Scholars Office
888 Commonwealth Ave, 2nd Floor
(Entrance at back of building)

Sharpen your interviewing techniques by bringing your strengths as an international student to the table. This workshop will help you familiarize yourself with the intricacies of the U.S. interview process while learning how to best assess your skills and international experience to answer "difficult" interview questions such as:

- **What are your strengths and weaknesses?**
- **Tell me about yourself?**
- **Do you need company sponsorship?**

While these questions may seem simple, they are actually multi-layered. Learn to respond with well-informed answers that will lead to more dynamic interviews.

*No confirmation required.*
*Refreshments will be served*

Due to space limitations, these workshops are limited to 50 participants. Admittance is on a first-come basis.